Isolation

Noble Keller is a young man who could do
just about anything. Dropping out of
college, heart or brain broken, Noble winds
up in a small apartment working as a
telemarketer, heading towards a breakdown
as the figments of his mind start to unravel,
characters of his personality, emotions and
desires break free. On a dangerous path
towards self destruction, brought on by a
failure complex, and a lifetime of intense
isolation, Noble does all he can to hang on
to his sanity.
A character piece, a
psychological story that explores the mind
of a person told to be something he never
felt comfortable being, Isolation is Noble
Kellers story. Depressing, intense at
moments, Isolation is a look into the mind
of a person who let his thoughts and
identity go unchained in loneliness,
sadness, and confusion.
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Definition of isolation - the process or fact of isolating or being isolated.In poker, an isolation play is usually a raise
designed to encourage one or more players to fold, specifically for the purpose of making the hand a one-on-one
Isolation is the sense of being alone, separated from others, either socially or emotionally, that may lead a person to feel
anxious, lonely,Isolation is a means of transporting data & power between a high voltage and a low voltage circuit while
preventing hazardous DC or uncontrolled transientSocial isolation is a state of complete or near-complete lack of contact
between an individual and society. It differs from loneliness, which reflects a temporaryIsolated definition, separated
from other persons or things alone solitary. See more.Isolation (German: Isolierung) is a defence mechanism in
psychoanalytic theory first proposed by Sigmund Freud. While related to repression the conceptIsolation is being
separated from other people and your environment. Sometimes this occurs through decisions we make ourselves, or
because of circumstanceThe topographic isolation of a summit is the minimum great-circle distance to a point of equal
elevation, representing a radius of dominance in which the peak isSilicon Labs innovative digital isolation products
portfolio includes CMOS digital isolators, isolated gate drivers, isolated current sensors, isolated systemEmotional
isolation is a state of isolation where one may have a well-functioning social network but still feels emotionally
separated from others.Isolation definition: Isolation is the state of feeling alone and without friends or help . Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples.Social isolation. Isolation to facilitate abuse. Isolation (health care), various
measures taken to prevent contagious diseases from being spread. Isolation ward (medicine), a separate ward used to
isolate patients suffering from infectious diseases.C1 the condition of being alone, especially when this makes you feel
unhappy: The prisoner had been kept in isolation for three days. After all the visitors had left, she experienced a feeling
of complete isolation.In physical science, an isolated system is either of the following: a physical system so far removed
from other systems that it does not interact with them. The isolation CSS property determines whether an element must
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create a new stacking context.You can be lonely in a crowd, but you will not be socially isolated. Isolation has been
defined as an objective state whereby the number of contacts a person has There are a lot of perks to going it alone
sometimes, but true isolation is becoming a deadly epidemic in the U.S., especially for middle-agedIsolation, in the
context of databases, specifies when and how the changes implemented in an operation become visible to other parallel
operations. TransactionThe act of isolating. (diplomacy, of a country) The state of not having diplomatic relations with
other countries (either with most or all other countries, or with
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